Call for Papers for ECE Undergraduate Research Conference
The 20th annual Opportunity Research Scholars Symposium (ORSS 2022) is celebrating its special anniversary by opening up its program
to accept general submissions for presentations by undergraduate researchers mentored by electrical and computer engineering
faculty authors from any institution. Topics of interest include any number of subject matter research within the field of electrical and
computer engineering. All papers must be lead-authored by an undergraduate researcher with at least one faculty co-author or similar
PhD mentor. Submissions must include a 3-4 page paper (standard IEEE two-column format) and a short (<10 minute) MP4 video
recording of a research presentation.
Qualifying submissions will be accepted for poster presentation at the live conference in Atlanta, April 27, 2022 after a light review. An
additional double-blind peer-review will be conducted for accepting the written manuscript into the final paper proceedings, which will
be published in IEEE Xplore; these papers will also be considered for the ORSS 2022 best paper award, which will include registration
and domestic air-fare to IEEE RFID 2022 in Las Vegas, NV (17-19 May 2022) for oral presentation of the research work.
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Important Dates
Submission Deadline: April 1, 2022
Notification of Presentation: April 4, 2022
Notification of Publication: April 15, 2022
Final Paper Submission: April 21, 2022
Physical Presentation: April 27, 2022

The annual Opportunity Research Scholars Symposium is a single-day
research conference held in Atlanta, GA. The program consists of a
poster presentations, keynote speech, banquet/reception, and
awards ceremony.
ORSS 2022 will be held at the historic Academy of Medicine in
Midtown Atlanta, GA.
ORSS 2022 Organizing Committee

Authors of Published Papers receive peer reviews by top technology
leaders from the multi-disciplinary IEEE Council of RFID community and are
enrolled in the ORSS 2022 Best Paper Competition. Accepted papers will be
submitted for inclusion into IEEE Xplore subject to meeting IEEE Xplore’s
scope and quality requirements.
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